
A guide to your 
All Day Sofa



What comes with your 5 seater
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1x

1x

Seat cushion

Back cushion

1x Corner frame

1x Corner cushion

4x Legs

4x 20mm hand screws with washers

2x 50mm hand screws with washers

2x Metal brackets

Corner section



What comes with your 5 seater
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2x

2x

Base

Arms

2x Back

4x Seat cushions

4x Back cushions

8x Legs

18x 50mm hand screws with washers

2 seater sections



First, assemble the sides of  

your sofa
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Place arm on  

right-hand side

Place arm on  

left-hand side
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1.

Slide arm onto one side of the  

back frame.

Align and slot the 

metal brackets.



2.

Flip sofa 90 degrees onto its back.
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3.

Slide base down.
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4.

Partially tighten 6x hand screws into 

base.
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Make sure not 

to screw the 

hand screws all 

the way in



5.

Partially tighten 3x hand 

screws into arm.
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Make sure not 

to screw the 

hand screws all 

the way in



6.

Fully tighten all hand screws.
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Make sure to 

screw the hand 

screws all the 

way in



7.

Screw 4x legs on.
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8.

Flip upright and repeat steps 1-8 for 

the other side. You should end up with 

two sofas like this.
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Remember to position the arm on 

the opposite side



Next, assemble the corner of  

your sofa.
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9.

Screw 4x legs into base.
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10.

Secure 2x metal brackets into base 

with 4x short hand screws.

Make sure to use 

the holes marked 

"corner"
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11.

Flip upright and lift your All Day 

Sofa onto the corner brackets.
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12.

Secure sofas to corner using the 2x 

long hand screws.
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13.

Place cushions on.
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Corner cushion

Place angled side 

of the cushion 

towards the 

corner.



14.

Enjoy!
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